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What is MACN?
• MACN is a global business network
working towards the vision of a
maritime industry free of corruption
that enables fair trade to the benefit of
society at large.
• Established in 2011, MACN is
comprised of vessel owning
companies within the main sectors of
the maritime industry and other
companies in the maritime industry,
including cargo owners and service
providers.
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Shipping: A key part of global trade
• Shipping makes a positive contribution to countries’
economic development:
− 90% of all cargo is transported onboard ships
− Shipping is the safest and most environmentally-responsible
way to transport goods

• Shipping is an anonymous and complex part of the
trade chain:
− Dispersed operation
− Highly regulated
− Operates in many different jurisdictions

• Shipping is also a risky business:
− Frequent and multiple contacts with government officials
makes it prone to corruption risks
− Risks of delays, safety for the crew and ship, and
commercial pressure leave shipping vulnerable to
corrupt demands
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MACN 2018: 90 + Participating Members

Regular Members

Associate Members
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MACN’s Anti-Corruption Principles
MACN members created and adopted the MACN Anti-Corruption Principles, which
guide their activities internally and should be implemented as part of each
member’s compliance program.

The Principles provide actions to take and guidance on adequate procedures in
seven areas:
1. Compliance Program Requirements
2. Risk Assessment
3. Proportionate Procedures
4. Training & Communication
5. Monitoring and Internal Controls
6. Due Diligence
7. Reporting, Diligence and Incentives
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MACN’s Strategy: the Three Cs
We achieve our ambition through goals and objectives divided into three pillars:
Collective Action, Capability Building and Culture of Integrity
Through this strategy, MACN aims at becoming a game changing initiative.

•

Collective Action
Driving and leading sustainable
change in the operating environment

•

Capability Building
Providing industry-leading innovative
solutions to our members

•

Culture of Integrity
A recognized contributor to integrity
standards in the industry and society
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MACN Collective Actions: Overview
Portfolio and Partners

India
Mapping stakeholders and
seeking government support to
kick off collective action

Egypt
Anti-corruption ‘Say No’
campaign ongoing in the
canal.
MACN participates in a
EU/OECD led working group
to improve the business
environment
Argentina
Anti-corruption project
addressing integrity
issues in the vessel
clearance process and
customs declarations
process - with support
from UKFCO

Thailand
Best practice sessions
held locally understand
and tackle specific issues

Indonesia
Anti-corruption
project focused on
the customs process
– support from the
UK FCO

Nigeria
Anti-corruption project
under implementation in
six ports – support from
UNDP

China
Initial stages of mapping
challenges and next steps
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For more information:
Contact the MACN Secretariat:
macn@bsr.org
Visit the MACN website:
www.maritime-acn.org
BSR acts as the secretariat for MACN. BSR is a global nonprofit organization that works
with its network of more than 250 member companies to build a just and sustainable world.
From its offices in Asia, Europe, and North America, BSR develops sustainable business
strategies and solutions through consulting, research, and cross-sector collaboration.
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